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ABSTRACT
The way pages are ranked in search results influences whether
the users of search engines are exposed to more homoge-
neous, or rather to more diverse viewpoints. However, this
viewpoint diversity is not trivial to assess. In this paper, we
use existing and novel ranking fairness metrics to evaluate
viewpoint diversity in search result rankings. We conduct
a controlled simulation study that shows how ranking fair-
ness metrics can be used for viewpoint diversity, how their
outcome should be interpreted, and which metric is most
suitable depending on the situation. This paper lays out
important groundwork for future research to measure and
assess viewpoint diversity in real search result rankings.
1. INTRODUCTION
Search result rankings strongly influence user attitudes, pref-
erences, and behavior [11; 13; 18; 19]. Underlying this ef-
fect are cognitive biases such as position bias, which de-
scribes users’ tendency to pay more attention to documents
at higher ranks [13; 18]. Recent research has demonstrated
that these biases go to such an extent that rearranging
search result rankings to favor different stances on the same
topic can affect users’ personal opinions [11; 19]. To miti-
gate such unintentional biases, it is important to maintain
a strong viewpoint diversity in search result rankings – es-
pecially when they relate to disputed topics.
Viewpoint diversity in search result rankings is closely re-
lated to the notion of ranking fairness. The aim in fair
ranking is to measure and adapt ranked lists in terms of
their fairness concerning a given characteristic [7; 22; 27].
For example, a ranked list of candidates on a job seeking
platform could be evaluated with respect to gender fairness.
A fair ranking is then considered to be one in which gen-
der does not affect the ranking of candidates. Analogously
in this paper, a search result ranking is evaluated with re-
spect to viewpoint – to the best of our knowledge, a novel
application of ranking fairness. Such a viewpoint can for
example convey different stances on a topic, or different un-
derlying reasons for a given stance. A search result ranking
that is fair (or unbiased) with respect to viewpoints would
give each viewpoint its fair share of coverage, contributing
to viewpoint diversity in the search results.1
One major building block of studying viewpoint fairness in
search result rankings is deciding how to measure it. Several
metrics have been developed that assess fairness in rankings
[27; 22] (see Section 2). These metrics evaluate fairness in
terms of statistical parity, which is satisfied in a ranking if a
given variable of interest – here, the expressed viewpoint –
does not influence how documents are ranked. In this paper,
we investigate whether ranking fairness metrics can be used
to assess viewpoint diversity in search results.
We generate a range of synthetic search result rankings with
varying degrees of ranking bias and explore the behavior of
existing and novel ranking fairness metrics on these rank-
ings. For our use case of viewpoint diversity, we consider
two fundamental scenarios: binomial viewpoint fairness, in
which the task is to measure viewpoint diversity with re-
spect to one specific protected viewpoint, and multinomial
viewpoint fairness where the aim is to protect all available
viewpoints simultaneously. We make the following contri-
butions:
1. We present a simulation study that illustrates how ex-
isting ranking fairness metrics can be used to assess
viewpoint diversity in search result rankings. We show
how these metrics behave under varying conditions of
viewpoint diversity and provide a guide for their use
(Section 4.2).
2. We propose a novel ranking fairness metric for assess-
ing multinomial viewpoint fairness (Section 3.4) and
also analyze its behavior (Section 4.2).
We find that all the considered ranking fairness metrics can
distinguish well between different levels of viewpoint diver-
sity in search results. However, which specific metric is most
sensitive to a lack of viewpoint diversity depends on how
many viewpoint categories there are, the distribution of ad-
vantaged and disadvantaged items in the ranking, and the
severity of the ranking bias.
All code and supplementary material related to this research
are openly available at https://osf.io/nkj4g/.
1Note that here we are thus looking at fairness in the out-






















Table 1: The viewpoint label taxonomy we consider in this paper. Labels are denoted by s and represented as ordinal values.
s Description Example
-3 strongly opposing “Horrible places! All zoos should be closed ASAP.”
-2 opposing “We should strive towards closing all zoos.”
-1 somewhat opposing “Despite the benefits of zoos, overall I’m against them.”
0 neutral “These are the main arguments for and against Zoos.”
+1 somewhat supporting “Although zoos are not great, they benefit society.”
+2 supporting “I’m in favor of zoos, let’s keep them.”
+3 strongly supporting “There is nothing wrong with zoos – open more!”
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Diversity in search result rankings is not a novel topic. Sev-
eral methods have been proposed to measure and improve
diversity in ranked lists of search results [1; 2; 9; 20; 21]. Un-
like previous methods, which aim to balance relevance (e.g.,
in relation to a user query) and diversity (e.g., in relation
to user intent), we delve deeper into the notion of diver-
sity. Specifically, we focus on ranking fairness for assessing
viewpoint diversity, which originates from the field of fair
machine learning.
Fairness and the mitigation of bias in machine learning sys-
tems extends into several different sub-fields [5; 6; 17]. One
of these sub-fields – fair ranking – has received increasing
attention recently, following calls for dealing with bias on
the web [4]. This has led to the development of methods to
increase ranking fairness [7; 8; 23; 28] as well as evaluative
frameworks [3; 7; 10; 22] and metrics [15; 27] for assessing
bias and fairness in ranked lists. Measuring ranking fairness
requires deciding which notion of fairness to handle (i.e.,
defining a fair ranking scenario) [10; 7] and discounting the
metric computation by rank to account for differences in
attention over the ranks [7; 22].
Previously proposed ranking fairness metrics commonly pre-
suppose that a fair or unbiased ranking is one in which sta-
tistical parity is present [27]. A machine learning algorithm
satisfies statistical parity when an item’s probability of re-
ceiving a given outcome is not affected by belonging to a
protected group [24]. Such a protected group can be any
subset of the overall population of items that share some
characteristic that is not supposed to affect the algorithm
outcome. In the context of ranking, statistical parity holds
when membership in a protected group has no influence on a
document’s position in the ranking [27]. Suppose a user en-
ters the query Should Zoos Exist? into a web search engine,
which then returns a ranked list of search results. Each doc-
ument in the ranking corresponds to some viewpoint con-
cerning zoos or is neutral towards the topic. A ranking as-
sessor could define the opposing side of the zoo-argument
as the protected viewpoint. Statistical parity would then
be satisfied if expressing the protected viewpoint does not
affect the ranking of documents.
Yang and Stoyanovich [27] introduce three metrics that as-
sess statistical parity in rankings. These metrics compare
the group membership distribution (i.e., share of protected
and non-protected items) in a ranking at different cut points
(e.g., 10, 20, . . . ) with the ranking’s overall group mem-
bership distribution. Aggregating the results of these com-
parisons in a discounted manner incorporates the intuition
that an absence of bias is more important among higher
ranks. We formalize the metrics introduced by Yang and
Stoyanovich [27] in Section 3.4.
Ranking fairness has also been assessed in at least two other
notable ways. First, Kulshrestha et al. [15] introduce a
metric that quantifies ranking bias related to continuous at-
tributes as opposed to group membership. Their metric con-
siders the mean of a continuous variable of interest at each
step of its computation. Despite this promising ground-
work, measuring continuous ranking bias remains limited;
for instance, by considering only the mean, other important
characteristics of continuous distributions (i.e., such as the
standard deviation or distribution type) are ignored. Sec-
ond, recent work has defined criteria that a ranking has to
fulfill to be considered fair [28; 22]. Whether the ranking
fulfills these criteria is assessed using null hypothesis signif-
icance testing. Our aim, however, is to quantify the degree
of viewpoint diversity in search result rankings.
3. MEASURING FAIRNESS IN RANKINGS
Viewpoint diversity in search results can best be illustrated
by a running example. Consider that a user wants to form
an educated opinion on the topic ‘Should Zoos Exist? ’, and
turns to web search to gather information. Let us assume
that each document that the user encounters in the search
result list will express a viewpoint concerning zoos or be
neutral towards the topic.2 These viewpoints can be repre-
sented in an ordinal manner, as illustrated in Table 1. We
thus categorize the different viewpoints related to zoos by
placing them on a 7-point scale ranging from strongly op-
posing to strongly supporting the existence of zoos.3
3.1 Preliminaries and Notation
We are given a set of documents D and a set of viewpoint
labels S. Both sets contain the same number of elements
N . Each document d ∈ D is uniquely associated with one
label sd ∈ S. Here, sd reflects the viewpoint of document
d towards a given disputed topic, rated on a 7-point scale
ranging from extremely opposing to extremely supporting.
The viewpoint labels in S are integers ranging from −3 to
3, where negative values indicate an opposing viewpoint, 0
indicates a neutral viewpoint, and positive values indicate a
supporting viewpoint towards the debated topic (see Table
1 for an example). A ranked list of D is denoted as τ . We
denote the number of items that belong to a subset p of
S as Sp, which becomes Sp1...i when constrained to the top
2Here, neutral could mean that a document is not opin-
ionated, provides a balanced overview of the different view-
points, or is irrelevant to the topic.
3Note that this is just one possible way to categorize existing
viewpoints on a topic.
Table 2: Notation used throughout this paper.
Notation Description
d document
D set of documents
sd viewpoint label of document d
S set of viewpoint labels
Sp number of items in set S that belong to subset p
τ ranked list of set D
Sp1...i S
p in the top i ranked documents
N number of elements in D, S, and τ
i ranked documents. Table 2 presents an overview of the
notation introduced here.
3.2 Defining Fairness and Viewpoint Diversity
There are many definitions of fairness, and so before describ-
ing fairness metrics, we first identify which type of fairness
to handle. In this paper, we focus on the notion of statisti-
cal parity (also commonly referred to as group fairness; see
Section 2). This notion allows us to define several fairness
aims for assessing viewpoint diversity. We consider two such
aims, which we call binomial viewpoint fairness and multi-
nomial viewpoint fairness. Below we describe these aims and
align them with the notion of statistical parity in rankings.
Binomial viewpoint fairness. One aim for viewpoint di-
versity may be to treat one specific viewpoint, e.g., a minor-
ity viewpoint, fairly. For example, if a search result ranking
on the query Should Zoos Exist? is dominated by arguments
supporting zoos, the ranking assessor may want to evaluate
whether the minority viewpoint (i.e., opposing zoos) gets its
fair share of coverage. The assessor may consider a binomial
classification of documents into one of two groups: express-
ing the minority viewpoint or not expressing the minority
viewpoint. Here, expressing the minority viewpoint is anal-
ogous to a protected group. Statistical parity in a ranking
of such documents is satisfied when expressing the minor-
ity viewpoint does not affect a document’s position in the
ranking.
Multinomial viewpoint fairness. Another aim when eval-
uating viewpoint diversity may be that all viewpoints are
covered fairly. For example, a search result ranking on the
query Should Zoos Exist? could be assessed without ex-
plicitly defining a specific viewpoint as the protected group
but instead considering the distribution over several existing
viewpoints. Here the assessor thus considers a multinomial
classification of documents into some viewpoint taxonomy
(e.g., into seven categories depending on polarity and sever-
ity of the viewpoint; see Section 3.1). In this case, we say
that statistical parity is satisfied when for each viewpoint,
the choice of viewpoint does not influence a document’s po-
sition in the ranking. Multinomial viewpoint fairness is
thus more fine-grained than binomial viewpoint fairness:
whereas binomial viewpoint fairness focuses on fairness to-
wards one protected viewpoint, multinomial viewpoint fair-
ness requires being fair to all viewpoints simultaneously.
3.3 Desiderata and Practical Considerations
for Metrics
Evaluating statistical parity. In this paper, we use rank-
ing fairness metrics to assess viewpoint diversity in search
result rankings. These are based on the notion of statistical
parity, which is present in a ranking when the viewpoints
that documents express do not affect their position in the
ranking. However, we are only given the ranking and view-
point per document and cannot assess the ranking algorithm
directly. Statistical parity thus needs to be approximated.
We choose to approximate statistical parity in the same way
as previously developed ranking fairness metrics [27]. These
metrics measure the extent to which the document distri-
bution over groups (e.g., the protected and non-protected
group) is the same in different top-i portions of the rank-
ing compared to the overall ranking (see Section 2). The
more dissimilar the distribution at different top-i is from
the overall distribution, the less fair the ranking.
Discounting the ranking fairness computation. User
attention depletes rapidly as the ranks go up [13; 18]. For
example, in a regular web search, the majority of users may
not even view more than 10 documents. This means that
a measure of viewpoint diversity needs to consider the rank
of documents, and not just whether viewpoints are present.
More specifically, fairness is more important at higher ranks.
A practical way to incorporate this notion into a ranking
fairness metric is to include a discount factor. Sapiezynski
et al. [22] point out that such a discount depends on the
user model related to the particular ranking one is assess-
ing. Similar to the ranking fairness metrics introduced by
Yang and Stoyanovich [27], we choose the commonly used
log2 discount for each metric we introduce below. Yang
and Stoyanovich [27] suggest discounting in steps of 10 (see
Section 2). Such a binned discount nicely incorporates the
notion that ranking fairness is more important in the top 10
documents than it is in the top 20 documents. However, es-
pecially on the first page of search results, individual ranks
matter a lot [13; 18]. We therefore decide to discount by
individual rank and consider the top 1, 2, ... N documents
at each step of the aggregation.
Normalization. When evaluating and comparing metrics,
it is useful if they all operate on the same scale. We thus
only consider normalized ranking fairness metrics.
3.4 Ranking Fairness Metrics
In this section, we describe the metrics that we use to assess
viewpoint diversity in search result rankings. These met-
rics are partly based on existing ranking fairness metrics
and partly novel. We adapt each metric that we use to fit
the practical considerations outlined in Section 3.3. Taking
these practical considerations into account, we define a tem-
plate that each normalized ranking bias (nRB) metric that









Here, F is a function that quantifies the ranking bias in the
ranked list τ . All metrics that we describe in the following
subsections will only differ in terms of how they define F .
The function F is iteratively computed for the top i docu-
ments and subsequently aggregated by using a log2 discount.
Finally, Z is a normalizing constant that takes on the value
for F given the maximally unfair permutation of τ .4
3.4.1 Metrics to assess binomial viewpoint fairness
Yang and Stoyanovich [27] propose three ranking fairness
metrics to assess statistical parity in rankings (see Section
2). We interpret these metrics to fit binomial viewpoint
fairness and adapt them to fit the considerations outlined in
Section 3.3.
Note that, although we define a protected and a non-protected
viewpoint before using any of these metrics, the metrics are
in principle agnostic as to which of the two viewpoint cat-
egories (i.e., “protected” and “unprotected”) is advantaged
in the ranking. That is, they do not only measure when the
protected viewpoint is treated unfairly but also capture if
a ranking is biased towards the protected viewpoint. The
categorization into protected and non-protected viewpoints
should thus be viewed as a binary classification of documents
that – in a fair scenario – does not affect how documents are
ranked.
Normalized Discounted Difference (nDD). This met-
ric computes the difference between the proportion of items
that belong to the protected group at different top-i subsets










Here, Sp is the number of documents in the protected group
and N is the total number of ranked documents.
Normalized Discounted Ratio (nDR). This metric mea-
sures the difference between the ratio of documents that ex-
press the protected viewpoint, and those who do not, at












Here, Su refers to the number of documents that do not
express the protected viewpoint. Here we set the value of
fractions to 0 if their denominator is 0 [27].
Normalized Discounted Kullback-Leibler Divergence
(nDKL). This metric makes use of the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence (KLD), an asymmetric measure of difference be-
tween probability distributions [14]. For two discrete prob-
ability distributions P and Q that are defined on the same










To measure binomial viewpoint fairness in a ranking, P and
















4A description of how we normalize each metric can be found
at https://osf.io/nkj4g/.
This way, KLD measures the divergence between the propor-
tion of protected items at rank i and in the ranking overall.5









3.4.2 Metric to assess multinomial viewpoint fairness
To the best of our knowledge, no metrics have so far been
proposed that explicitly assess ranking fairness for multiple
categories at once. The previously introduced nDKL metric
can in principle be expanded to assess multinomial view-
point fairness. KLD measures the distance between two dis-
crete probability distributions P and Q. In the multinomial
case, we can define P and Q as multinomial distributions
over the available viewpoint categories. For instance, in our
use case of viewpoints rated on a 7-point scale, P and Q















































where S−3,−2,...,3 refer to the number of items in each view-
point category.
A problem with using KLD for multinomial distributions is
that its normalization becomes extremely complex. To nor-
malize KLD, the maximally divergent distribution of items
needs to be computed at each step. Whereas this is rather
straightforward in the binomial case,6 finding the maximally
divergent distribution becomes extremely expensive when
more categories are added.
To resolve the normalization issue that comes with KLD, we
propose a new metric that uses the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence (JSD) as an alternative distance function. Similarly
to KLD, JSD measures the distance between two discrete
probability distributions P and Q that are defined on the
same sample space X [12]. JSD can in fact be expressed
using KLD:





Here, R = 0.5 ∗ (P + Q) is the mid-point between P and
Q. In contrast to KLD (which can go to infinity), JSD is
bound by 1 as long as one uses a base 2 logarithm in its
computation [16]. Knowing this maximally possible value
for JSD, also an aggregated, discounted version of JSD is
easily normalized. We thus propose Normalized Discounted









where JSD(P ||Q) is the JSD between P and Q. Although
we here propose nDJS specifically for assessing multinomial
5Note that KLD is not defined for P = (0, 1). In this case,
we smooth to P = (0.001, 0.999).
6A description of how we normalize each metric can be found
at https://osf.io/nkj4g/.
viewpoint fairness, note that it can be used to assess bino-
mial viewpoint fairness as well.
4. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, we show how the metrics introduced in Sec-
tion 3.4 behave in different ranking scenarios. Our code to
implement the metrics and simulation is openly available.7
4.1 Generating Synthetic Rankings
To simulate different ranking scenarios, we first generate
three synthetic sets S1, S2, and S3 to represent different
viewpoint distributions. The items in each set simulate
viewpoint labels for 700 documents (i.e., to enable a simple
balanced distribution over seven viewpoints) and are dis-
tributed as shown in Table 4. Whereas S1 has a balanced
distribution of viewpoints, S2 and S3 are skewed towards
supporting viewpoints.8 We use S1, S2, and S3 to simulate
both binomial and multinomial viewpoint fairness.9
Sampling. We create rankings of the viewpoint labels in
S1, S2, and S3 by conducting a weighted sampling proce-
dure. To create a ranking, viewpoint labels are gradually
sampled from one of the three sets without replacement to
fill the individual ranks. Each viewpoint label in the set is
assigned one of two different sample weights that determine
the labels’ probability of being drawn. These two sample
weights are controlled by the ranking bias parameter α and
given by: w1 = 1.0001− 1× α; w2 = 1.0001 + 1× α.
Alpha. For our simulation of binomial and multinomial
viewpoint fairness, ranking bias is controlled by the con-
tinuous parameter α = [−1, 1]. More specifically, α controls
the sample weights w1 and w2 that are used to create the
rankings. Whereas a negative α will result in higher ranks
for viewpoints that are assigned w1, a positive α will advan-
tage viewpoints that are assigned w2. The further away α
is from 0, the more extreme the ranking bias. If α is set to
exactly 0, no ranking bias is present: here it does not matter
whether a viewpoint label is assigned w1 or w2, the sample
weights are the same. In each simulation, we try 21 degrees
of ranking bias for α = −1 to α = 1 in steps of 0.1.
4.1.1 Simulating binomial viewpoint fairness
To simulate binomial viewpoint fairness, we create ranked
lists from S1, S2, and S3 with different degrees of ranking
bias. Ranking bias – controlled by α – in this scenario refers
to the degree to which expressing a protected viewpoint in-
fluences a document’s position in the ranking. We define all
opposing viewpoints (i.e., -3, -2, and -1) together as the pro-
tected viewpoint and assign them the sample weight w1. All
other viewpoints (i.e., 0, 1, 2, and 3) are thus non-protected
and assigned the other sample weight w2 when generating
the rankings. Table 3 (left-hand table) shows an example
of this sample weight allocation for α = 0.5. In this exam-
ple, the non-protected viewpoint is more likely to be drawn
compared to the protected viewpoint.
7See our repository at https://osf.io/nkj4g/.
8Due to symmetry we do not include similar distributions
for opposing viewpoints.
9Because we are only interested in rankings with respect to
viewpoint labels, we do not generate any actual documents
here. Instead, we rank the labels themselves.
Our weighted sampling procedure (see above) will produce
slightly different rankings even when the same α is used. To
get reliable results, we therefore create 1000 ranked lists for
each α and aggregate the results.
4.1.2 Simulating multinomial viewpoint fairness
We simulate multinomial viewpoint fairness by again sam-
pling rankings from S1, S2, and S3 with different degrees of
ranking bias. This time the ranking bias α is defined as how
much the expressed viewpoint generally affects a document’s
position in the ranking.
Since there are many scenarios in which one (or more) of
several viewpoint categories could be preferred over others
in a ranking, we focus on just one specific case: our sim-
ulation prefers one of the seven viewpoints over the other
six. For example, this could be the case if a search result
list is biased towards an extremely opposing viewpoint. We
randomly assign the sample weight w1 to one of the oppos-
ing viewpoints (i.e., −3, −2, or −1) and the sample weight
w2 to all remaining viewpoints for each ranking we create.
This means that each ranked list we create prefers a differ-
ent viewpoint, reflecting the idea that we do not know which
viewpoint might be preferred before evaluating the ranking
and we have no specific, pre-defined protected viewpoint.
Table 3 (right-hand table) shows an example of this sam-
ple weight allocation for α = −0.8. In this example, the
ranked list will prefer the viewpoint −1 over all other view-
points. We again compute 1000 ranked lists for each α and
aggregate the results.
4.2 Metric Behavior
Here, we explore the behavior of the ranking fairness metrics
introduced in Section 3.4 using the synthetic rankings from
Section 4.1.
4.2.1 Binomial viewpoint fairness
Binomial viewpoint fairness can be assessed using nDD,
nDR, or nDKL. Each of these metrics measures the degree
to which expressing a protected viewpoint affects the rank-
ing of documents. The ranking in our running example is
considered fair if documents opposing zoos (i.e., −3, −2, and
−1) get a similar coverage throughout the ranking compared
to other viewpoints (i.e., 0, +1, +2, and +3). A fair scenario
should lead to a low score on each of the three metrics.
Figure 1 shows the mean outcome of nDD, nDR, and nDKL
from 1000 ranked lists per data set (i.e., S1, S2, and S3) and
α (i.e., ranking bias) setting. Each set represents a different
overall distribution of viewpoints (see Table 4).
We note three characteristics that all three metrics share.
First, each of the three metrics is lowest for low bias (α = 0)
and increases from there as the absolute value of α increases.
This means that all three metrics function as expected: they
produce higher values as ranking bias becomes more ex-
treme. Second, each metric shows a steeper curve as the data
sets contained fewer items that express the minority view-
point (here, the protected opposing viewpoint) increases;
i.e, S1 > S2 > S3. Different levels of ranking bias thus be-
come easier to detect when the distribution of protected and
non-protected items is more balanced. Third, each metric
produces higher values for α = −1 (protected viewpoint is
advantaged) than for α = 1 (protected viewpoint is disad-
vantaged). The reason behind this is that unfair treatment
becomes increasingly harder to detect as the number of items
Table 3: Examples of sample weight allocations for the simulation of binomial (left-hand table, α = 0.5) and multinomial
viewpoint fairness (right-hand table; α = −0.8).
viewpoint -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
weight w1 w1 w1 w2 w2 w2 w2
(rounded) 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
viewpoint -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
weight w2 w2 w1 w2 w2 w2 w2
(rounded) 0.2 0.2 1.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
nDD nDR nDKL






















Distribution S1 S2 S3
Figure 1: Behavior of the metrics nDD (left-hand plot), nDR (center plot), and nDKL (right-hand plot) on the sets S1
(Sp = 300), S2 (Sp = 240), and S3 (Sp = 180) across different α (ranking bias) settings.
Table 4: Viewpoint distributions of the sets S1, S2, and S3.
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
S1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
S2 80 80 80 115 115 115 115
S3 60 60 60 130 130 130 130
in the disadvantaged group shrinks: if one group only en-
compasses around 25% of items (e.g., such as in S3), it is
less odd to see several items of the other group ranked first
than if the distribution is more balanced. That is also why
each metric produces higher values at α = 1 as the number
of protected items increases.
Next to these general characteristics that are shared by all
metrics, below we discuss differences that distinguish the
metrics in terms of their behavior.
Normalized Discounted Difference. For each of the three
data sets, nDD reaches its maximum value of 1 when α = −1
and is at its lowest with mean values of approximately 0.08
when α = 0. Depending on the number of items that ex-
press the protected viewpoint, nDD reaches mean values
between 0.55 and 0.85 when α = 1 for the three data sets
in our simulation. The curves for nDD in Figure 1 are also
comparatively steep. This indicates that nDD is especially
useful for distinguishing low levels of ranking bias.
Normalized Discounted Ratio. The lowest mean nDR
values in our simulation (reached at α = 0 for each of the
three data sets) all approximate 0.04. Even more so than
nDD, nDR reaches mean values far below 1 when the pro-
tected viewpoint is disadvantaged in the ranking. The mean
values for this form of extreme ranking unfairness range from
approximately 0.19 to 0.24 in our simulation, depending on
the number of protected viewpoint items. In comparison
to the other two metrics, nDR is less steep than nDD but
steeper than nDKL. It could thus be useful for detecting
medium levels of ranking bias. However, if a ranking is
unfair towards the minority viewpoint, nDR does not dis-
tinguish different levels of ranking bias well. We also find
that our normalization procedure (i.e., dividing each met-
ric outcome by the outcome for a maximally unfair ranking)
does not normalize nDR correctly. Thus, the maximal mean
values for nDR (which it reaches at α = −1) lie above 1 and
are therefore not displayed in Figure 1 (which has 1 as its
upper limit).10
Normalized Kullback-Leibler Divergence. Similar to
the other metrics, nDKL reaches its maximum value of 1
at α = −1. In our simulation, the lowest mean values for
nDKL (reached at α = 0) approximated 0.03. Extremely
positive α settings (i.e., disadvantaging the minority view-
point) produce mean nDKL values between 0.40 and 0.78,
depending on the number of items that express the minority
viewpoint. Furthermore, nDKL has a more parabolic shape
compared to nDD and nDR. Whereas nDKL can thus not
distinguish low values of ranking bias well, it is useful for
differentiating between high levels of ranking bias.
10We explore the reason behind this (including an alternative
way to normalize nDR) in a supplementary document on our















Distribution S1 S2 S3
Figure 2: Behavior of nDJS on the sets S1, S2, and S3
across different α (ranking bias) settings. The number of
items with sample weight w1 for rankings from the sets S1,
S2, and S3 are 100, 80, and 60, respectively.
4.2.2 Multinomial viewpoint fairness
To assess multinomial viewpoint fairness, we use nDJS. This
metric measures the degree to which the viewpoint that doc-
uments express is a factor for a ranking in general. For ex-
ample, in a search result ranking related to the topic Should
Zoos Exist?, a range of viewpoints may exist, some of which
may be advantaged in the ranking over other viewpoints.
That is why we cannot use binomial ranking fairness met-
rics here: we do not have a specific viewpoint to protect,
but instead wish to protect all viewpoints equally. A maxi-
mally fair ranking scenario would give all viewpoints a cover-
age across the ranking that is proportional to their share in
the overall distribution. For (approximately) fair rankings,
nDJS should return a low value.
We test nDJS on synthetic rankings that simulate varying
degrees of bias on three different sets of items (S1, S2, and
S3, see Section 4.1). Figure 2 shows the mean outcome of
nDJS from 1000 ranked lists per set and α (i.e., ranking
bias) setting. Similar to the binomial ranking fairness met-
rics, nDJS does what it is expected to do: it produces its
highest values at extreme α (ranking bias) settings and its
lowest values at α = 0. This means that nDJS can pick up
the nuanced multinomial viewpoint fairness in our synthetic
rankings. We observe, however, that due to its normaliza-
tion, the maximum values for nDJS are much lower than for
the metrics that assess binomial viewpoint fairness. When
α = −1 (i.e., when one random viewpoint is disadvantaged
compared to others), nDJS produces mean values between
approximately 0.18 and 0.21. Due to the different normal-
ization, it is therefore not possible to compare results from
nDJS directly to results from the binomial ranking fairness
metrics. For low values of ranking bias, the mean nDJS
values approximate 0.03 on all three data sets. The mean
nDJS value lies between approximately 0.07 and 0.09 when
α = 1 (i.e., when one viewpoint is advantaged compared to
others).
Similar to the binomial fairness metrics, the values that
nDJS produces is again influenced by the proportion of ad-
vantaged items in the ranking. The more balanced this ra-
tio, the easier it is to detect a ranking bias (i.e., the higher
nDJS). Note that in this simulation, the distribution of ad-
vantaged and disadvantaged items was far from balanced, as
we only treated one viewpoint label differently per ranking.
Table 5: Recommended metrics for different scenarios of
ranking bias and overall viewpoint distribution (i.e., pro-




Low balance nDD nDD nDD
Medium balance nDD nDD nDKL
High balance nDD nDKL nDKL
5. DISCUSSION
In this section, we summarize our findings, provide a guide
to using the metrics we examined, and discuss the limita-
tions and implications of this research.
5.1 Binomial Viewpoint Fairness
Each of the three metrics we tested in our simulation can
measure binomial viewpoint fairness (nDD, nDR, nDKL; see
Section 4.2). However, depending on the distribution of pro-
tected and non-protected items, as well as the direction and
level of ranking bias, a different metric might be suitable.
Table 5 shows which metric we recommend using in which
scenario. In sum, we suggest taking the following consider-
ations when assessing binomial viewpoint fairness:
1. Generally, the more balanced the overall distribution
of protected and non-protected items in the ranking,
the better the metrics are able to distinguish different
levels of ranking bias. When ranking bias is disadvan-
taging a protected group that only contains a small
number of items, nDR appears to be the most suitable
metric because it is the least vulnerable in this case.
2. Which metric is most suitable also depends on how se-
vere the bias in the ranking is estimated to be. Whereas
nDD outputs the most divergent values for mild cases
of ranking bias, nDKL distinguishes more severe cases
of ranking bias better. Although nDR is slightly bet-
ter in distinguishing medium levels of negative rank-
ing bias, we do not recommend using it at all due to
its normalization issues and weak performance when
ranking bias is positive.
3. If the minority viewpoint is preferred in the ranking,
ranking bias is well detected by all three metrics. How-
ever, when the minority group is disadvantaged, all
metrics show a decrease in performance. In this case,
we suggest using either nDD or nDKL, depending on
how strong the ranking bias is.
5.2 Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness
We find that our novel metric nDJS can assess multinomial
ranking fairness. Similarly to the binomial fairness metrics,
nDJS can distinguish different levels of ranking bias best
when the overall distribution of advantaged and disadvan-
taged viewpoints is balanced. A weakness of nDJS is that its
normalization causes its outcome values to be much lower in
general compared to binomial fairness metrics. We note that
nDJS cannot be directly compared to nDD, nDR, or nDKL
and recommend to interpret nDJS carefully when ranking
bias is mild.
5.3 Caveats and Limitations
We note that our simulation study is limited in at least three
important ways. First, we consider a scenario in which doc-
uments have correctly been assigned multinomial viewpoint
labels. This allows us to study their behavior in a controlled
setting. In reality, existing viewpoint labeling methods are
prone to biases and issues of accuracy. Current opinion min-
ing techniques are still limited in their ability to assign such
labels [25] and crowdsourcing viewpoint annotations from
human annotators can be costly and also prone to biases
and variance [26].
Second, we assume that any document in a search result
ranking can be assigned some viewpoint label concerning a
given disputed topic. It is realistically possible for a doc-
ument to contain several, or even all available viewpoints
(e.g., a debate forum page). In these cases, assigning an
overarching viewpoint label might oversimplify the nuances
in viewpoints that exist within rankings and thereby not
leading to a skewed assessment of viewpoint diversity in the
search result ranking. Future work could look into best prac-
tices of assigning viewpoint labels to documents.
Third, our simulation of multinomial viewpoint fairness in-
cluded only one specific case in which one viewpoint is treated
differently compared to the other six. There are other sce-
narios where multinomial viewpoint fairness could become
relevant. These scenarios differ in how many viewpoint cat-
egories there are, how many items are advantaged in the
ranking, and to what degree. Simulating all of these poten-
tial scenarios is beyond the scope of this paper. Future work
could however explore how metrics such as nDJS behave in
such scenarios.
6. CONCLUSION
We adapted existing ranking fairness metrics to measure bi-
nomial viewpoint fairness and proposed a novel metric that
evaluates multinomial viewpoint fairness. We find that de-
spite some limitations, the metrics reliably detect viewpoint
diversity in search results in our controlled scenarios. Cru-
cially, our simulations show how these metrics can be inter-
preted and their relative strengths.
This lays the necessary groundwork for future research to
assess viewpoint diversity in actual search results. We plan
to perform such evaluations of existing web search engines
concerning highly debated topics and upcoming elections.
Such work would not only provide tremendous insight into
the current state of viewpoint diversity in search result rank-
ings but pave the way for a greater understanding of how
search result rankings may affect public opinion.
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